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Prospects for China to end-2018
Friday, June 29, 2018
China enters the second half of 2018 looking steadfast and confident in the face of US
pressure
On the face of it, China is in a less settled and more fragile position than it was when 2018 began.
Efforts to assuage the Trump administration on trade have failed; long-threatened US tariffs and
investment barriers look set to take effect. The resulting economic uncertainty raises doubts about vital
deleveraging efforts at home.

Chinese national flag (Reuters/Gabriela Bhaskar)

What next
The government is likely to focus on executing sweeping reforms announced earlier in the year rather
than launching new ones, though the latter is possible if a Party 'plenum' meeting is held. Beijing will
stand firm under US pressure, retaliating proportionately to tariffs and pressing on steadfastly with
efforts to upgrade the technology level of China's industries.

Strategic summary
◦ Unless trade tensions threaten serious economic turmoil, the government will persevere with
deleveraging and opening new areas to foreign investors.
◦ Beijing will press foreign governments and firms to downgrade their treatment of Taiwan.
◦ Engagement with Japan will be cautious and concrete initiatives slow in coming.
◦ Allegations of Chinese efforts to influence Australian politics could complicate commercial and
diplomatic cooperation.
◦ China will support Pyongyang's 'rehabilitation' and probably relax its economic pressure, unofficially
at first.

Analysis
An extensive reorganisation of the central government unveiled in March will preoccupy the civil service
for much of this year as officials strive to meet internal deadlines (see CHINA: Reforms will strengthen
policy implementation - April 19, 2018).
Aggressive anti-corruption operations will continue under a newly created, better-resourced National
Supervisory Commission. This may not involve 'purges' of senior politicians; the greatest impact will be
on mid- and lower-level officials, with public servants outside the Party now subject to arbitrary
detention too.
A revamped environment ministry will enforce pollution control more robustly (see CHINA: Environment
policy enforcement will get tougher - April 26, 2018). The onset of winter will test the progress of multibillion-dollar measures to cut pollution by replacing coal heating with gas. Temporary closures of coalburning industrial facilities will be ordered again if the smog becomes as severe as in previous years.

Plenum coming?
A 'third plenum' meeting of the Party elite is usually held one year after a new Party leadership is
elected and it issues documents setting out the new leadership's economic policy. This year,
unusually, the third plenum was brought forward to February and used instead to endorse the
government restructuring plan.
A 'fourth plenum' could still be held later this year to play the economic policy-setting role. Alternatively,
the Party may revert to precedent and hold it next year. If so, the key economic policy announcements
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will be at the Central Economic Work Conference in December.

Economic outlook
With 6.8% year-on-year GDP growth for three consecutive quarters, there is room for growth to slow in
the second half of 2018 and still hit the target of 'around 6.5%'.
New deleveraging measures are likely as the authorities seek to reduce risky lending and close
unsustainably indebted firms without heavy-handed moves that create severe disruption.
Corporate bond defaults and bankruptcies of unviable 'zombie' firms will continue unless GDP growth
slows very sharply or signs emerge of financial markets beginning to panic.
Monetary easing this month likely aims in part to cushion small firms from the impact of deleveraging,
but also to pre-empt the most likely source of economic trouble: Beijing's and Washington's escalating
mutual imposition of barriers to trade and investment (see INTERNATIONAL:Testing trade alliances
and architecture - June 18, 2018).
The immediate risk to financial markets was evident when Chinese stock prices hit a two-year low on
June 19. If serious financial stability or unemployment looks imminent, the authorities will postpone
deleveraging and promote stimulus spending.

Trump, trade and technology
Beijing appears confident in confronting Washington, in part because it is aligned with other major
economies in opposing the Trump administration's approach to trade.
Friction is likely in China-EU relations too. European governments share Beijing's opposition to US
tariffs, but they make common cause with Washington in opposing Chinese technology policies. An
EU-wide investment screening mechanism to be introduced before year-end has China as its
unstated target (see EU: Scrutiny of Chinese investment will increase - June 12, 2018).
Beijing might cut deals with Washington over bilateral trade, but will not abandon long-term plans to
acquire advanced technology.

Xi considers advanced technology vital for national security,
economic development and political control

Key speeches by President Xi Jinping in April suggest that Beijing will intensify efforts to become
technologically independent, regarding US pressure not as a deterrent but as proof that dependence
means vulnerability. Xi cited China's nuclear and space programmes of the 1960s, which were
successful despite political and economic isolation.

Further opening
Finance and other sectors will open further to foreign investors before year-end (see CHINA: Financial
internationalisation will advance - June 7, 2018). Xi's economic policymakers do not see market reform
as incompatible with proactive industrial policy and efforts to strengthen regulation and Party influence
over businesses.
The legislature plans to pass a new Foreign Investment Law in December. This will establish as law
the 'negative list' system in which foreign-owned firms are subject to the same regulations as Chinese
ones except in designated sectors. The law may also close a loophole that many firms use to enter
restricted sectors.
It will also create an inter-ministerial committee similar to Washington's Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to review foreign investments on national security grounds.
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Summit season
The '16+1' summit in Bulgaria in July and the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in Beijing in
September are likely to see bold announcements of Chinese investment under the Belt and Road
label, a large portion of which will probably never materialise (see CHINA: Pledged foreign investment
may not materialise - October 4, 2017).
Grandiose Chinese announcements are greeted with growing scepticism amid emerging debt
problems and high-profile cancellations of multi-billion-dollar projects by host governments over the
past few months (see ASIA: Wariness of Belt and Road projects will grow - June 12, 2018 and see
NEPAL: Dam U-turn shows concern over China investment - May 30, 2018 and see CENTRAL ASIA:
Silk Road poses debt risk alongside wins - April 10, 2018 and see CHINA/PAKISTAN: Dam deal
shows Belt and Road flaws - December 8, 2017).
The ASEAN Regional Forum (date not yet set) and East Asia Summit (November) in Singapore, and
the APEC meeting in Papua New Guinea (November) could end up overshadowed by US-China trade
and maritime disputes if the military activities in the South China Sea during the first half of 2018
continue into the second (see CHINA: Military moves may precede maritime escalation - June 25,
2018).
China will host its fifth World Internet Conference (the 'Wuzhen Summit') in November. Foreign firms
and institutions will be welcomed to engage in technical and commercial cooperation with China, even
as Beijing uses the occasion to promote 'cyber sovereignty' (see CHINA: New laws advance 'cyber
sovereignty' - September 29, 2017).

Beijing does not see external engagement and internal control as
contradictory

Cross-Strait relations
The past twelve months have seen three of Taiwan's remaining diplomatic partners switch recognition
to Beijing; more may follow before year-end.
China's deadline for foreign airlines to cease treating Taiwan as a country expires in late July.
Chinese pressure has failed to undermine public support for Taiwan's China-sceptic government, due
in part to US gestures of solidarity (see TAIWAN: US-China friction will benefit Taiwan - June 28, 2018).
Both main Taiwanese parties will want to avoid looking 'soft on China' ahead of island-wide local
elections in November.

Regional relationships
Beijing will support rapprochement on the Korean peninsula but be wary of Seoul gaining influence in
Pyongyang at its expense. China will not sabotage the North Korea-US dialogue to retaliate against US
trade policies; it wants the Korean peninsula stable.
The outlook for China-South Korea ties is mixed: Beijing welcomes the suspension of US military
exercises in South Korea but may renew its insistence that Seoul removes the US military's THAAD
missile defence system, arguing that inter-Korean rapprochement makes it unnecessary.
The risk of politics disrupting cooperation with Japan has eased. There is talk of Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe visiting China, perhaps still this year, and Xi reciprocating in 2019 (see CHINA/JAPAN: Relations
will improve in the short term - December 20, 2017).
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August 9, 2018

Tariffs will test not reconfigure global supply chains
The United States and China are imposing tariffs on over 50 billion dollars of the
other’s imports -- and threaten more
US-China tariff timeline
China announces
retaliatory tariffs
on US imports

China threatens
more tariffs

United States releases list of more Chinese
imports on which it will impose tariffs
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200 billion dollars or 40% of its Chinese imports next
month. US tariffs of 25% will cover 16 billion dollars more
Chinese imports from August 23 and China will match
the tariffs.
China is protecting its role in global supply chains by
tailoring its tariffs to the ease of substitution. Chinese
tariffs on aircraft and some electronic parts will be 5% as
more than 50% of China’s imports of these come from
the United States. Substitutable US imports including
textiles and lower value electronics face 25% tariffs.
China’s subtle response demonstrates that each side is
prepared for the tariffs continuing into 2019.
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__ China will tax US imports of liquified natural gas at 25% -but compromise could come in this sensitive sector.
__ The ‘Made in China 2025’ initiative could be tweaked -subsidising research more might appease US tech transfer
worries.
__ China’s People’s Daily suggests US firms reliant on China
could find ways of sharing profit in China to boost relations.
__ Both can cope with higher trade costs; tariffs on all bilateral
goods trade involve less than 5% of either countries’ GDP.
__ Reshoring US industry, especially electronics, will take
decades; many subsectors are so integrated it will be
impossible.

See also: US/China self-sufficiency drives could cut world GDP -- April 4, 2018
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Prospects for the Russian economy to end-2018
Monday, June 25, 2018
The outlook of slow but sustained growth contrasts with the president's vision of a surge
in economic performance
Despite higher oil prices, the threat of further US sanctions and concerns that economic policy will not
spark a sustained increase in private investment leave the economy locked in a low-risk, low-growth
equilibrium. Russia is keen to nudge global oil prices upwards, as hydrocarbons remain central to its
economy.

Russian Central Bank headquarters in Moscow
(Reuters/Sergei Karpukhin)

What next
Economic policy decisions will lead to contestation between politically important constituencies such
as the oil industry and pensioners as the government cuts support. No moves towards meaningful
reforms aimed at improving property rights are likely.

Strategic summary
◦ GDP growth rates will remain well below 2%.
◦ A new development plan needs extra funds, but the government is aiming for fiscal prudence.
◦ Key economic policymakers will steer clear of fundamental reforms.
◦ A deal with OPEC to increase oil production is unlikely to dent Russian revenues.
◦ The Central Bank will hold off on rate-cutting until geopolitical tensions ease.

Analysis
Russia's slow recovery from the recession of 2015-16 has continued into 2018, with year-on-year GDP
growth of around 1.5% in January-April, the same as in the whole of 2017.
The most recent forecasts from Russia and external organisations such as the IMF and World Bank
suggest that the economy will continue growing at its current modest pace in the second half of the
year. Few forecasters expect this to change unless there is a significant change in oil prices (in either
direction) or a serious escalation in US sanctions targeting Russia (see RUSSIA: Moscow will brace
for further US sanctions - April 17, 2018).
Despite sluggish growth, Russia enjoys considerable macroeconomic stability. Public debt is low for a
major economy, the federal budget deficit has been almost eliminated and inflation is at post-Soviet
lows.
Economic recovery to date has been driven by rising exports, primarily of crude and refined oil. This will
continue to be the case to end-2018, as heightened political tensions in oil-producing countries and
robust demand for fuel in China and India support prices.
Although investment registered modest growth of over 4% in 2017, it is unlikely to accelerate in 2018,
owing to the decline in large infrastructure projects such as the Crimean bridge and gas pipelines to
Turkey and China. This slowdown in investment demand explains the weakening of GDP growth
momentum in the last quarter of 2017.
Private consumption, fuelled by slowly rising real wages and pensions, as well as a brisk expansion of
consumer credit, is likely to account for the bulk of domestically generated growth.
Record low inflation of close to 3% should support a long-awaited rise in real incomes.
The distribution of investment and manufacturing growth remains uneven. Some sectors such as
© Oxford Analytica 2018. All rights reserved
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pharmaceuticals, chemicals and vehicle manufacturing are performing strongly, while the metals
sector continues its decline.

Putin's growth plan
Some support for the economy will come from investment in the social and economic development
strategy outlined by Vladimir Putin after his inauguration as president in May.
The six-year programme envisages a spending surge in pursuit of nine strategic objectives, including
achieving a GDP growth rate above the global average, halving poverty levels, reversing demographic
decline and raising living standards (see RUSSIA: Putin sets impossible targets - May 25, 2018).
Current plans suggest that extra expenditure will be financed by increasing the value-added tax (VAT)
rate from 18% to 20%, raising taxes on oil and gas extraction, reducing support for oil refiners and
increasing the retirement age (see RUSSIA: Unpopular pension and tax changes coming - June 14,
2018).
The existing three-year budget already contains plans for a shift in government spending away from
security and social welfare towards greater support for infrastructure projects and spending on health
and education (see RUSSIA: Budget plan points to shift in priorities - October 9, 2017).

Investment in Putin's grand plan may clash with the balanced budget
policy

While higher oil prices could make some extra funds available, the existing commitment to a balanced
federal budget will impose limits on social spending increases. The latest revision to the 2018 budget
envisages a surplus of 0.5% of GDP, a change from the previous plan for a 1.3% deficit.
Because any expansion in government spending will be financed by increases in taxation, the
macroeconomic impact of the plan should be neutral.

Post-election economic policy
The president's development strategy will be the focal point of economic policy for the foreseeable
future. It aims to stimulate a faster rate of economic growth without altering fundamental institutional
structures, for example by improving property right protections and strengthening rule of law.
Appointments to the reconstituted government and presidential administration suggest that no
significant structural reforms are to be expected. The government continues to be populated by loyalist
technocrats, while big business will be dominated by state managers close to the president (see
PROSPECTS H2 2018: Russian politics - June 13, 2018).

Policy direction will reflect an uneasy mix of fiscal prudence but no
radical reforms

As a result, fiscal and monetary conservatism will coexist with an institutional environment in which
state-supported firms dominate the economic landscape. In this sense, the balance between
technocrats and statists remains as evenly poised as it was before the election.

Oil and gas
Oil and gas exports will continue to shape Russia's economic fortunes. Oil production remains slightly
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below post-Soviet highs, at around 11 million barrels per day.
Joint efforts by Russia and OPEC since end-2016 to support prices through production cuts have been
successful. Global inventories of oil declined to levels close to the five-year rolling average for the first
time in four years, helping to send the Urals benchmark to 75 dollars per barrel in early June.
OPEC agreed on June 22 to increase supply, reportedly by up to 1 million barrels a day, and Russia
and other non-OPEC members agreed to a higher ceiling a day later. The Russian government has
been pushing to expand production; higher prices will boost import revenues, GDP and tax income.
The rising value of oil exports was buttressed by robust growth in sales of natural gas, with 2017
exports to Europe reaching a post-Soviet high. As Gazprom seeks to maintain market share in Europe,
the physical volume of gas may rise further in the second half of the year, although its financial value
will remain well below peaks recorded a decade ago.

Exchange rate, reserves and monetary policy
The traditionally close correlation between the exchange rate and oil prices has weakened owing to a
combination of foreign currency purchases by the Central Bank of Russia (CBR) and worries about
intensified US sanctions.
The CBR signalled its intention to reduce the key interest rate further after cutting it to 7.25% in March.
However, instability on financial and foreign exchange markets caused by the expansion of US
sanctions in April prompted policymakers to postpone these plans, and the bank said a further rate
reduction would be delayed by the inflationary expectations caused by the proposed VAT hike.
Uncertainty over US sanctions policy will affect capital flows to and from Russia. While heightened risk
perceptions could reduce foreign capital flows to Russia, fears about the safety of assets held abroad
by Russian nationals could see a significant increase in the repatriation of capital.
Gold and foreign currency reserves continue to rise, reaching 462 billion dollars in June, owing to
rising official purchases and an increase in the value of reserves. The composition of CBR reserves
has changed, with the proportion of gold reaching nearly 20% in June (see RUSSIA: Moscow buys gold
to hedge against risk - February 27, 2018).
At current oil prices, Russia's reserves should continue to grow.
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January 11, 2018

Midterms will dominate US 2018 congressional politics
The midterm elections will see Republicans’ structural advantage compete with
Democrats’ lead in generic polling
Independent Senator caucuses
with the Democrats

Senate races, 2018
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In November, 33 of the 100 US Senate seats face re-election,
and all 435 House of Representatives seats. The votes will be
the first nationwide indication of public sentiment since Donald
Trump was inaugurated president, though local issues will also
be important.
The Democrats have the lead in generic polling, but current
seat boundaries could disadvantage them. Equally, an above
average number of incumbent Republicans have said already
they are not seeking re-election, diluting the advantage of
incumbency. Both parties could suffer in ‘mismatched’ districts
where the representative’s party differs from how the state
voted in the 2016 presidential election.
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Likely Republican
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Districts without a strong lean
towards either party will be
the key battlegrounds
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__ If the Democrats win at least one congressional
house, policy gridlock will be likely.
__ A Democratic House or Senate would increase
scrutiny on the White House, including over
election-related controversies.
__ Even with Congress majorities, Republicans will
find agreement on areas such as welfare reform and
infrastructure development elusive.
__ The 33 governors’ races will greatly influence issues
ranging from education to minimum wages and
healthcare.

See also: Slim majority will test US Republicans -- January 8, 2018
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Prospects for Syria to end-2018
Thursday, June 7, 2018
With the government exhausted and opposition nearly extinct, the civil war will morph into
an international competition
The Syrian government yesterday reopened the road between Hama and Homs, underlining its claim
to be returning the country to normality after years of civil war. In reality, however, external actors retain a
significant presence and remain key arbiters. Uncertainties over US policy and Iranian-Israeli tensions
constitute two critical geopolitical variables in 2018.

A fighter from the Free Syrian Army is seen in
Yadouda area in Daraa, Syria, May 29, 2018
(Reuters/Alaa al Faqir)

What next
US troops will likely stay in eastern Syria through 2018 in a counterterrorism capacity, but efforts to
support stabilisation or bring in Arab forces will fail. Tehran, Moscow and Damascus can tolerate a
temporary US presence while consolidating their gains elsewhere in the country as long as it does not
threaten their assets. Israel is very likely to take military action against Iran and its proxies, raising the
risk of a regional war.

Strategic summary
◦ Confusion in Washington will lead to inertia over the military presence in Syria.
◦ Ankara will focus on managing relations with Moscow and Washington to confront the Kurds.
◦ Sanctions and internal geographical divisions will limit economic recovery.
◦ The currency will maintain its effective dollar peg.

Analysis
Throughout the rest of 2018, the government in Damascus will focus on regaining control of all Syria
territory, including the south and Idlib.
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Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's key fighting forces are cohesive with no visible sign of serious
divisions, but military success still depends on external powers. The country's prospects are therefore
largely determined by geopolitical and, to a lesser extent, economic factors.

United States
Although the United States is potentially the most powerful actor in Syria, its policy is complicated by
factionalism and high turnover within the administration, general bureaucratic dysfunction, the US
military's strong influence on shaping policy and the contradiction between President Donald Trump's
views on the US regional role and statements by senior officials.
Trump wants to leave Syria imminently, in line with his campaign promises. He has cut funding and
called on Arab allies to take financial and military responsibility (they cannot and will not). However, his
secretaries of defence and state have claimed much loftier US goals: rolling back Iran, seeing Assad
out of power and setting the stage for refugees to return (see SYRIA: US policy may prove paradoxical February 8, 2018).

With US policy deeply confused, inertia may win out

On balance, however, sheer indecision will likely keep US troops in Syria, working with Kurdish allies
east of Manbij to defeat the remnants of Islamic State (IS) but accomplishing little else. Serious
resistance to this eastern presence from Damascus and Tehran will emerge in the longer term, but
not in 2018, unless Washington launches an active campaign against their interests.

Iran
Tehran's policy is unchanged since 2011: to consolidate Assad regime suzerainty and establish de
facto Iranian control over strategic areas. It has accomplished most of these goals and will help
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Damascus subdue remaining opposition holdouts in the south and Idlib.
Israeli strikes and threats are unlikely to interfere with these goals: they have targeted strategic military
hardware and high-level commanders but Iran's strength in Syria largely comes from its proxy assets,
which remain strong (see ISRAEL/IRAN: Syria confrontation is a zero-sum game - May 10, 2018).
Russia does not have enough influence to prevent committed Iranian action, although it can
temporarily reduce the risks of escalation.

Israel
The consistent goal is to deter and contain Iran's military momentum in Syria. Israeli debate centres on
the appropriate degree of Israeli aggression and whether a pre-emptive war is preferable to reactively
managing Iran's military build-up in Syria; it has opted for the latter for now.
Although neither country is seeking a broader confrontation, the risk of miscalculation is high. Unlike in
Lebanon, where Israel and Hezbollah have had decades in which to draw 'red lines' and establish
deterrence, Syria is uncertain territory. An Israel-Iran war could draw in both Lebanon and the United
States.

Turkey
Turkey has consolidated its presence and control over various Syrian militias in the north-west,
tolerated by other actors.
An Ankara-Damascus clash in Idlib is possible; the main obstacle is Moscow, which wants to wean
Turkey away from Washington (see SYRIA: Damascus could clash with Ankara in Idlib - February 13,
2018).
Turkey's key aim is forcefully to contain Kurdish military power in northern Syria (see TURKEY/SYRIA:
Afrin opens way for more operations - March 20, 2018). In 2018, the US-Kurdish alliance will limit this,
keeping the disputed town of Manbij within the US zone of influence despite agreements with Ankara.
Ultimately, however, a US departure will expose Kurdish militias in US territory to Turkish attack.

Russia
President Vladimir Putin has achieved his key goals: saving the Damascus regime, projecting power
regionally and globally, and aborting a perceived US-led global regime-change agenda.
He would like to legitimise these gains by brokering a political settlement that endorses Assad's
continued dominance with international recognition. The United States will not grant this, but it is a
secondary objective which Russia can forego.
Moscow therefore has no interest in confronting Washington and can grudgingly live with an indefinite
US deployment in Eastern Syria.

Economy
The civil war's decisive turn in Damascus's favour has laid the basis for economic recovery. However,
this will be heavily constrained by geographical divisions between zones of influence defined largely by
external actors, as well as by US and EU sanctions.
There is little appetite among Assad's principal backers -- Russia and Iran -- to underwrite
reconstruction, and support from neutral countries such as China, Japan and India will be limited,
given the high risks and poor prospects for investment returns. The main sources of finance will be UN
humanitarian and development aid and inflows of capital from Syrians abroad, including regimeaffiliated figures with significant external assets.
Official data show that the economy has shrunk since the uprising began in early 2011. However, the
rate of contraction of real GDP has slowed from about 26% on average in 2012-13 to 3.9% in 2016.
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Given the extremely low base, it is likely that the economy returned to growth in 2017, and double-digit
rates of expansion are probable in 2018 and 2019.

One leading indicator of the improvement in economic conditions has been the exchange rate. Having
fallen steadily from about 50 Syrian pounds to the dollar in 2011 to more than 500 Syrian pounds, it
rallied in mid-2017 and has been stable since the central bank revalued the bank rate to 434 Syrian
pounds to the dollar in November, with only a small 3-5% differential with the black-market rate.
This effective peg to the US dollar is likely to remain in place for the rest of 2018.

A local reconstruction boom will emerge

The expansion of government-controlled areas has enabled state agencies to step up work on
repairing basic infrastructure such as roads, public buildings, water and sewerage networks and
electricity facilities. That provides opportunities for private sector traders and local manufacturers of
cement, steel and other building materials.
Private businesses can develop war-damaged areas through a new urban renewal scheme (Law 10) - although this has problematic implications for property ownership by displaced people.
The expulsion of Islamic State from the area between Homs and Palmyra has enabled the government
to boost natural gas output to about 16 billion cubic metres a day. Further increases are likely over the
next 18 months, which will have a positive knock-on effect on electricity generation.
Most of Syria's crude oil fields lie in areas controlled by the US-backed Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF), which sells some of the oil to the government. These arrangements are likely to continue until
the government regains a measure of control over the SDF-held zone, either by military means or
through negotiation.
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US sanctions will increase Iran’s dependence on China
A resurgence in global investment deals and oil exports after the 2015 nuclear
agreement has left Tehran vulnerable
Iranian crude oil and condensate exports
by destination, 2017 (% of total)
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The stock of foreign direct investment in
Iran rose by 24% in the last three years

But foreign firms are already preparing for the full restoration
of US sanctions by end-2018
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Iran’s currency is plummeting based on local speculation
about the impact of returning sanctions. Further protests are
expected as imports are restricted and inflation begins to rise.

__ South Korea, Iran’s third-largest oil importer, has
already signalled it will end contracts; Japan is
nervous.

Despite its commitment to the nuclear deal, the EU has little
scope to protect Iran from the impact of US withdrawal. Big
European firms will tend to prioritise US interests. Before
the breakdown, fear of US sanctions was cited by 57% of
managers as the main reason that multinationals were slow to
trade with and invest in Iran.

__ Suffering from its own sanctions, Russia will maintain
ties with Iran, but it is not a major trade or investment
partner.

The result will be increased dependence on China -- and,
to a lesser extent, India -- as oil purchasers and investment
partners. Beijing could leverage this to win more favourable
deals.

__ Turkey may seek to evade sanctions on significant oil,
gas and other trade, but will limit expansion plans.
__ Oman, Kuwait and Dubai will see big losses if
economic ties are blocked, despite Gulf Arab political
consolidation against Iran.

See also: Partners will struggle to save the Iran nuclear deal -- May 9, 2018
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Iran has expanded oil, trade and investment partners under the 2015 nuclear deal
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Prospects for Brazil to end-2018
Tuesday, June 19, 2018
Deep political uncertainty and near-term stasis will keep economic recovery modest
A highly fragmented Brazil goes to the polls in October for its most uncertain general elections in
decades. The vote will take place after several years of profound economic crisis and ever-widening
corruption scandals that have destroyed the reputations of almost the entire political mainstream. The
government of President Michel Temer, supported by 3% of the population and without leverage in
Congress, has lost its ability to pursue any meaningful reform. The economy has frustrated hopes that
it would pick up steam this year.

An inflatable image of rightist candidate Jair
Bolsonaro in front of the Congress building
(Reuters/Ueslei Marcelino)

What next
The government’s record unpopularity favours the opposition, from the far-right to the left, in the
presidential contest. However, despite widespread anger against the political class, no novice is likely
to reach even the run-off. Moreover, the backlash will not translate into a renewal in Congress. The
economy will probably continue its sluggish performance, with political risk, fiscal austerity, doubledigit unemployment, and high interest rates all undermining consumption and investment.

Strategic summary
◦ The presidential election will be the most open-ended in decades.
◦ The run-off may lack a centre-right candidate, increasing polarisation around the final two
contenders.
◦ The economy will remain sluggish as political uncertainty and unemployment curb investment and
spending.

Analysis
For the first time in three decades, at least five candidates have real chances of winning the
presidential elections, which could involve around 20 contenders overall. As well as highly fragmented,
the electorate is deeply divided over the legacy of the centre-left 2003-16 governments of the Workers'
Party (PT) -- and split in half about the fate of former PT President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, who was
arrested in a corruption case in early April (see BRAZIL: Bitter divisions point to uncertain elections April 9, 2018).
So far, the PT has insisted that Lula will be its presidential candidate. The law bars people condemned
on appeal -- his case -- from running, but not from registering their candidacies, which can then be
contested in the courts.
The deadline for registering candidacies is August 15, after which the campaign officially beings. The
'legal drama' over Lula will probably highjack attention in its initial weeks, leaving only a month or so
before the first round on October 7 as decision time with all candidates defined.
Lula will almost certainly be prevented from running, but he enjoys a comfortable poll lead. When his
name is excluded, the group of those saying they will spoil their ballots or vote blank 'lead' the polls,
followed by far-right candidate Jair Bolsonaro, from the Social Liberal Party (PSL).
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Ascendant far-right
The controversial Bolsonaro, a former army officer who regularly insults minorities, supports the use of
torture and defends the military dictatorship of 1964-85, hopes to benefit from a wave of protest votes
(see BRAZIL: Far right may gain political space - February 8, 2017). Nevertheless, having spent 27
years in Congress, he is no political outsider. His support for a harsh crackdown on crime is also a
vote winner in a country that recorded almost 60,000 murders last year.
On current trends, Bolsonaro seems on track to reach the run-off. However, he has weaknesses. For
example, he has offered few clear plans for the economy. Also, running for a small party could
undermine his chances, since it means he will:
• have little free TV time (air channels and radio stations are required to broadcast party political
propaganda for 35 days ahead of the first round); and
• receive relatively few resources from the public campaign fund in what will be the first
presidential elections since the return of democracy to prohibit private campaign donations.
Moreover, a large share of the electorate rejects him. Therefore, in a hypothetical run-off against almost
any adversary, he would probably face a broad, if highly heterogeneous, coalition opposing him.

Bolsonaro will face a broad coalition if he reaches the run-off

Silva and Gomes
In her third run for the presidency, the centrist environmentalist Marina Silva, of the Sustainability
Network (Rede), could be the 'default' candidate of many voters disgusted by corruption. With an image
of honesty and a less confrontational approach than her main rivals, her current relatively positive poll
numbers also reflect the fact that she is well-known by the public.
While her widely publicised faith may attract fellow evangelicals, it could also put off the cosmopolitan,
progressive electorate that tends to sympathise with the environmentalist and economically centrist
agendas. Furthermore, many fear that, if elected, she would quickly face difficulties with governability
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(see BRAZIL: Political risk may rise sharply post-2018 - August 8, 2016).
Ciro Gomes, from the Democratic Labour Party (PDT), has a good chance of inheriting some of the
traditional centre-left PT vote. He could receive an additional boost if Lula is officially barred from
running and asks the PT to support him -- especially given that the party has no other viable candidate.
However, he is also known for his short temper, which could undermine his campaign efforts.

Divided centre-right
The economically orthodox Geraldo Alckmin, of the Social Democrats (PSDB), has a long record in
Brazilian politics, but is a weak campaigner and has failed to reach double digits in the polls. A
fundamental difficulty is the PSDB's association with the 'toxic' Temer government, which it has
supported. Unless Alckmin's campaign takes off by early September, he could well lose the support of
the business and financial establishment -- likely to transfer its allegiance to Silva.
The centre-right camp is even more fragmented than the centre-left, and none of its candidates is
shaping up to be competitive (see BRAZIL: Divisions and scandals may damage centre-right September 18, 2017). Some of its leaders will seek to build a coalition ahead of the first round,
probably with limited success. As a result, this camp could find itself without a representative in the run
-off (or a straight first-round win) for the first time since the return of democracy in the 1980s.

The centre-right risks being left out of the run-off

Economic sluggishness

During the first half hopes that the economy would grow by nearly 3% this year faded rapidly. Recent
months have seen a succession of mixed indicators. A ten-day truckers' strike in May paralysed much
activity throughout the country, with an estimated cost of 15 billion reais (4 billion dollars) to the
economy (see BRAZIL: Trucking travails highlight vulnerabilities - June 1, 2018).
Among its moves to end the strike, the government established a minimum price for freight services,
which is vigorously opposed by agribusinesses and manufacturers. Depending on how this dispute is
addressed, it could lead to new industrial action by the truckers in the coming months. Election-related
uncertainty will also deter investment and household consumption, as will stubbornly high
unemployment.
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In March, the Central Bank seemingly reached the end of a long reduction cycle in the benchmark Selic
interest rate, leaving it at 6.5%. Inflation, at 2.86%, remains below the floor of the 3.0-6.0% target range,
but the Bank could raise the Selic in the coming months if the real depreciates further as monetary
tightening in the United States sucks capital away from emerging markets. The currency has fallen
from some 3.25 to the dollar to around 3.74 to the dollar since the beginning of the year.

In any case, interest rates charged by commercial banks remain far above the benchmark established
by the monetary authority, further undermining investment and consumption.
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Ethiopia’s local conflicts will pose governance risks
As attention focuses on developments at the national level, sub-national conflicts
are boiling over
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A border dispute between West Guji (Oromia) and Gedeo
(Southern Nations, Nationalities and People’s Region) has
displaced over 800,000 people since April. In nearby Hawassa,
protests in mid-June among ethnic Sidama demanding their
own federal state turned violent, leaving at least ten dead.
Although violence along the Oromia-Somali border has
subsided from dramatic highs in late 2017, clashes continue
and approximately 1.1 million people remain displaced.
The causes and consequences of these flashpoints vary, but
they all in different ways challenge prevailing governance
structures. Without sustained conflict resolution efforts that
channel local grievances into positive change, there is a
risk that these conflicts could fester into something more
dangerous.

__ The perceived success of protests in securing
national change may encourage other interest
groups to demand political change.
__ Tensions between the ethno-regional components
and affiliates of the ruling party could project local
unrest onto the national stage.
__ Aid agencies warn around 640,000 people may be
displaced by flooding over the June-August rainy
season, adding to humanitarian strains.
__ Improved rains may ease food security in some
areas, but the situation will remain precarious after
four successive years of drought.

See also: Ethiopia’s shock therapy reform drive risks backlash -- June 13, 2018
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Prospects for emerging economies to end-2018
Wednesday, June 27, 2018
Growth has momentum, but near-term risks are rising and could dim medium-term
prospects
Economic activity is growing solidly in emerging markets (EMs), but global growth is near the peak of
this cycle and risks are rising. Higher US rates and dollar strength are pressuring indebted EMs while
US administration policy is raising trade costs globally. Higher fuel prices benefit some EMs but
squeeze others.

Employees work behind a globe on the floor of the
outsourcing company WNS in Mumbai
(Reuters/Vivek Prakash)

What next
EM GDP growth will slow modestly into 2019. However, the geopolitical landscape is uncertain and
idiosyncratic, causing high risks in certain countries such as Turkey and Brazil but reasonable growth
prospects in others including China, India and Indonesia. In many EMs, positives outweigh the risks,
keeping them growing solidly ahead of developed markets.

Strategic summary
◦ Automobile trade and technology transfer will be the hardest sectors to resolve in US trade talks with
the rest of the world.
◦ Social unrest could hit consumer activity on top of higher fuel prices and debt payments.
◦ EMs are paying off sizable debt burdens, hampering diversification and dampening longer-term
prospects.
◦ EMs with stronger physical and social infrastructure and the scope to expand these are best placed
to harness digitalisation to accelerate catching up advanced markets.

Analysis
Several factors are bolstering EM growth: global trade is growing robustly; China is prioritising growth
over reform; Indian activity is improving; and Brazil and Russia have been recovering from recessions.
Higher oil prices enhance fuel exporters' prospects.

Social strife
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However, larger fuel bills will widen budget and trade deficits, and inflation will narrow the scope for net
fuel importers to keep monetary policy accommodative (see PROSPECTS H2 2018: Global economy June 1, 2018).
Countries including India, Brazil, Mexico and Indonesia took the opportunity to reduce fuel subsidies
after 2014 as energy prices fell. Now that prices have reversed, this is the first year their populations
face higher prices.
Brazil's government cut support prices after a ten-day truckers' strike disrupted supply chains (see
BRAZIL: Trucking travails highlight vulnerabilities - June 1, 2018). Protests have also occurred in
Morocco and Jordan. Indonesia and India could be vulnerable to protests ahead of elections later this
year and early next year.
Rising inflation and US rates could force EMs to raise rates faster. Costlier subsidies will reduce the
scope for productive budget spending. Argentina and Turkey, where there is concern over central bank
independence, have raised rates to 40.0% and 17.75% this year. India, Indonesia, Malaysia and the
Philippines are also tightening policy.

Debt difficulties

$3.7tn
External debt EMs have taken on at ultra-low rates since 2008/09

EM household debt has more than doubled from 2008 to almost 40% of GDP and, on top of squeezing
household incomes and spending, higher interest payments could add to fuel price ire and increase
political polarisation, slowing the implementation of reforms (see INT: Debts could crimp growth in
emerging markets - May 22, 2018).
EM corporate debt has doubled over ten years to 105% of GDP and research finds that countries with
substantial corporate debts have invested less since 2008/09. Countries could divert funds that would
have been used for productive investment towards debt payments.
More than half of EM corporate debt is denominated in dollars. The divergence between US, ECB and
Japanese policy and trade fears will propel the dollar higher, hampering Turkey, Russia, Argentina,
Brazil and Malaysia as more than half of their external debt is foreign-denominated.
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In Africa, 15 countries are struggling to service their debts (see PROSPECTS H2 2018: African
Economies - June 8, 2018). The Mozambique case raises worries that others could be misreporting.
Commercial debt in particular is increasing -- this tends to be costlier and pursued more aggressively
by creditors than concessional debt.
Along the many spurs of China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), countries are concerned that the
benefits from debt-funded development will not come fast enough to ease the pain of repayments.
More than half of Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kenya and Djibouti's external debt is owed to China. Fears are
rising in central Asia that governments will cede assets, even land, instead of payment.

Fears that indebtedness to China gives Beijing excessive political
influence will spread

Funding reform
Debt is crucial to funding EM investment. The benefits of the BRI outweigh the risks. The Asian
Development Bank estimates that Asia needs to invest 1.7 trillion dollars annually to maintain growth
momentum. Many EMs in the region are underinvesting.
Dollar borrowing tends to be cheaper than local currency funding, encouraging dollar debt and stifling
local currency borrowing. India's 'Masala' local currency bond market and China's Bond Connect
scheme are promising but are only available to foreign investors. Common domestic and foreign
initiatives will create competition for lenders and choice for borrowers. Organisations including the
International Finance Council can match borrowers and lenders and technology can facilitate faster
information flows.
The IMF has launched the IMF-China Capacity Development Centre to support the BRI, training
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Chinese specialists to work abroad. The BRI will decrease trade costs and increase opportunities for
countries involved and the centre could supervise debt deals being agreed (see PROSPECTS 201822: Belt and Road in Central Asia - December 1, 2017).

Trade and market turbulence

Having risen by more than one-third last year, EM equities have fallen around 15% since end-January
as fears about policy tightening have coincided with trade fears. EM bond and equity funds are seeing
outflows after attracting record 2017 inflows.
Most EMs control inflation better now, giving them scope to adjust rates steadily. Better balances and
reserves also reduce risks.
The economic impact of the steel and aluminium and US-China tariffs will be contained as the sectors
account for a small share of the GDP of the countries involved. Moreover, firms will wait for more
certainty over which, if any, of the policies are permanent before making relocation decisions. Nearterm, the tariffs will raise prices in related sectors, adding to constraints on consumers and
businesses.
US President Donald Trump's threat of imposing 20% tariffs on imports of automobiles and parts is
especially worrying to EMs with rapidly growing demand for cars. Escalating restrictions on technology
transfer would also dampen growth (see INT: Intellectual property tension will intensify - April 19,
2018).

Technology and automobiles are key trade negotiations

The United States relies less on exports of goods and services (7% of US GDP in 2017) than EMs. In
China, exports account for shy of 20% of GDP, and more than 50% in Vietnam, Thailand and Malaysia
(see INTERNATIONAL: US/China self-sufficiency is dangerous - April 4, 2018).
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US restrictions are multiplying, but other countries are imposing fewer on each other. Provided this
continues, worst-case scenarios will be avoided.

Outlook
Countries meeting all or some of these conditions will maintain growth momentum: economic
diversification, especially beyond fuel and manufacturing trade; political consensus to implement
reforms; manageable debt and a clear well-supported debt plan; and scope to keep monetary policy
loose for longer and then raise rates gradually.

Longer trends to track
Diversification is crucial to EM prospects. Exports of services outpaced goods from 2000-17, driven by
information and communications technology, business outsourcing and tourism. Policymakers and
international organisations are cooperating to improve digital, social and physical infrastructure (see
INTERNATIONAL: Industry 4.0 will arrive unevenly - October 12, 2016).
Automation prompting premature deindustrialisation is worrying for countries with large, young
workforces, such as Nigeria, as it reduces the viability of low-cost manufacturing as a growth engine.
The Asian Development Bank Economic Outlook acknowledges that there will be winners and losers
but concludes that technology will benefit Asian labour markets more than it disrupts. Policy will be key
to train workers and support households and businesses.
3D printing will alter global trade, labour and energy markets through shortening supply chains.
Multinational bank ING estimates that 3D printers will make half of manufactures by 2060, based on
current growth, reducing global goods and services trade by more than 20%.
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Cost of health data breaches may rise exponentially
An industry estimate puts projected investment in health cybersecurity at
65 billion dollars over the next five years
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Industries suffering the most data breaches are naturally also those with the maximum and most detailed personal data
The industries most affected by breach incidents (number of incidents)
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The recent data breach at one of Singapore’s largest public
healthcare providers, which saw the theft of the health records
of 25% of the country’s population, underlines the vulnerability
of personal information that is unique (such as DNA or retinal
scans), sensitive (such as information on chronic illnesses and
prescriptions) and hard to alter (such as social security or national
insurance numbers).
Stolen health data has already been misused for ransom, targeting
adversaries, fraudulent billing and blocking access to health
services. Demographic pressures, strain on public health spending
and technological innovation will continue to expand the provision
of technology-enabled healthcare services such as telemedicine,
wearable sensors and app-based diagnostics. This growing digital
interconnectivity means the cost of cyber irresponsibility will escalate,
possibly exponentially in line with technological breakthroughs.

2013

2017

__ Given the data-richness of health and
educational organisations, their relatively
poorer cybersecurity provisions are no longer
tenable.
__ The illicit market in laundering stolen health
data will expand, but so will institutional
investment in health cybersecurity.
__ The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation
leads global policy in compelling firms to report
breaches and tighten security.
__ Australia’s latest quarterly report on data
breaches highlights insider threats, human error
and phishing as particular health sector risks.

See also: Cyber conflict will probably become more destructive -- April 25, 2018
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Prospects for the United Kingdom to end-2018
Tuesday, June 26, 2018
Brexit will continue to dominate politics and economics for the rest of the year
The government’s focus to end-2018 will be to negotiate a withdrawal agreement with the EU and
balance the different Brexit factions within the ruling Conservative Party. Meanwhile, GDP growth is
slowing as global activity is losing momentum and domestic political uncertainty combined with tighter
fiscal and monetary policy is discouraging consumer and investment spending.

Anti-Brexit demonstrators protest opposite the
Houses of Parliament (Reuters/Simon Dawson)

What next
Progress on the withdrawal agreement hinges on the Irish border question. Barring any unforeseen
negative events, Prime Minister Theresa May should be safe at least until the May 2019 local elections.
GDP growth is expected to be 1.0-1.5% in 2018 and 2019, and the risks to this are to the downside.

Strategic summary
◦ The action around Brexit will shift back from parliament to Whitehall and Brussels.
◦ May is unlikely to be ousted before the United Kingdom’s exit from the EU is settled.
◦ Higher debt payments and costs for fuel and trade will squeeze firms and consumers -- 1.5%
growth forecasts are optimistic.
◦ UK industry would suffer if trade trouble further weakens US-EU relations.

Analysis
The passage of the EU (Withdrawal) Bill through parliament on June 20 with only modest
amendments means the statutory framework for the United Kingdom's departure is now in place.
While there may be skirmishes around the Trade and Customs Bill when it is presented to the House
of Commons, the political action surrounding Brexit largely moves back to Whitehall and Brussels.
This will manifest itself in two forms.

Customs conundrum
The first is the continuing dialogue around the post-Brexit 'backstop' option for the Irish border. Almost
all other issues relating to translating the political agreement on an orderly Brexit reached last
December into the relevant and required legal text either have been or clearly will be resolved (see
EU/UK: The hardest part of Brexit still lies ahead - December 11, 2017).
While there is little enthusiasm for the United Kingdom's latest backstop proposition -- that in the event
of no other solution being reached, the whole country would notionally be outside of but in effect would
shadow the customs union -- it could be the basis for an ultimate settlement (see EU/UK: London’s
customs plans would be unworkable - May 23, 2018). In addition, London will need to signal that it will
accept regulatory alignment of some form concerning animal livestock (a disproportionately high
element of UK-Ireland cross-border trade and traffic).
While further concessions will doubtless irritate the hard Brexit contingent within the Conservative
Party, the cabinet is unlikely to split seriously on the matter. The balance of probability is that the full
legal text on withdrawal, the equivalent text on the transition and a 'framework of principles' political
declaration will be secured if not at the October European Council summit then before the end of 2018.

Brexit balance
The second is the government's attempt to balance a soft stance on the mechanics of withdrawal with
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a White Paper to be published next month on the end state. That paper will offer more reassurance to
hard Brexiteers that the right to diverge from the EU post-exit will not be abandoned or diluted to the
point that departure becomes more symbolic than real.

The government's balancing act will not truly satisfy any faction

While this balancing act will not truly satisfy any faction within the Conservative Party, it should still be
enough to see May through the party conference in October and ensure that the agreement struck with
the EU is not ambushed in parliament later this year.
By December, any remaining doubts that the United Kingdom will leave the political institutions of the
EU on March 29, 2019, will be extinguished.

May's fate
The fate of May herself is less certain. She is extremely unlikely to be deposed before the necessary
legal steps have been taken to render Brexit a settled fact.
After that point, her fate will become a matter of intense speculation. However, with no obvious
successor and personal polling ratings that are still stronger than those of Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn, she is likely to see through 2018 as prime minister unless unforeseen adverse events strike.
Her own MPs will, nonetheless, in effect revisit the issue after a set of local elections in May 2019.

Peak growth?
Global growth is buoyed by the expansionary US budget, strong world trade, growth in China and
higher oil prices that are benefiting fuel exporters. However, this is likely to be the peak of this cycle.
Euro-area growth is already slowing and the boost to activity from the US budget will wane by end2018.
Against this backdrop, UK GDP growth is already trending downwards, having peaked in OctoberDecember 2016, following the vote on June 24 to leave the EU. Sterling slid, pushing up prices and
squeezing consumer spending and investment.

International institutions expect the UK economy to grow by around 1.5% this year and next, having
forecast 2.0% or more before the Brexit vote. In contrast, the euro-area is expected to grow by more
than 2% for a second year. For the United Kingdom, the risks are to the downside. It has gone from
one of the faster-growing countries in Europe to one of the slowest and the divergence could widen.
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Constrained consumers
Despite record-low unemployment, wages are increasing at a modest pace of 2.5% annually. This is
close to headline inflation and implies no real, inflation-adjusted growth.

Annual growth in retail sales volumes averaged less than 2% in the first five months of the year, down
from more than 4% in the 18 months to May 2016. Downward pressures will continue.
Household debt was 87% of GDP at end-2017, little changed from 89% five years before and 93% ten
years before. Higher interest rates will constrain consumers by increasing the amount they pay on their
debts.
The Bank of England is likely to hike interest rates by 25 basis points by end-2018, followed by another
increase or two in 2019.
Higher oil prices are also putting pressure on firms and consumers. The Office of Budget
Responsibility sees consumer spending growth slowing to below 1% in 2019. Moreover, public
spending growth will be curbed to meet the government's fiscal objectives.

Bothered businesses
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Brexit fears are causing investments to be postponed. Initial concerns focused on the automobile
sector but worries about the retail sector are coming to the fore.
Since early 2017, online retail sales have grown more than seven times as fast as sales in stores. The
high street's decline will reduce government revenues from business rates and discourage
commercial property development. However, residential opportunities could emerge.

7.5 times faster
Growth in online retail sales compared to store sales since 2017

Inward net UK foreign direct investment plunged to 36 billion pounds (48 billion dollars) in 2017,
having averaged 68 billion pounds a year during 2012-16. More weakness is likely.

Troubled traders
Carmakers' concerns could rise, with the United States' Section 232 investigation into whether
automobile imports pose a threat to national security concluding in late 2018 or 2019. The threatened
25%-tariff on US imports of cars would devastate the industry. However, such a scenario is unlikely as
agreeing concessions is in the best interests of all sides.
Another concern is that a collapse of the Brexit negotiations would leave the United Kingdom with no
transition period or EU-UK free trade agreement from March 30, 2019 (see EU/UK: 'No deal’ Brexit
could become more likely - October 25, 2017). UK trade would be subject to WTO rules -- provided the
United Kingdom can settle the terms of its own WTO membership (see UNITED KINGDOM/WTO:
Negotiations may hit growth - September 6, 2016).
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